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Introduction: Resolution of seismic anisotropy for marine VSP remains poorer than for land VSP,
primarily due to lack of control for converted shear-waves, and more development is required. We
demonstrate that the Alford rotation can be adapted for VSP analysis provided an optimal acquisition
geometry is used. This application relies upon efficient near-offset shear-wave conversion.

Pseudo-rotation for seismic anisotropy  analysis: Use is made of shear-waves converted at the sea-bed
or in the near-surface layers, generated by two orthogonal source offsets A and B (Figure 1). A
multicomponent matrix D is formed by amplitudes d, and d, recorded along the different azimuths:

D = { d,ldB } = Apes”. R,(6)R,T(~)hR,.(~)R,T(6)S;

where S = { seqAIseqg } = I, R, represents a 3D rotation about the I-axis, A is a diagonal wave propagator
for qSI and qS2, and sc4 is an equivalent SV-source. This particular conjunction is only possible if: (a)
there is structural uniformity; (b) qSZ-qS2  time-delays and qS1 and qS2 polarizations, at azimuths A and
B are the same. (b) necessarily occurs at very small offsets in a TIH (fractured) medium. Whenever
valid, D can then be subjected to standard land-based rotation analysis (Alford 1986). This treatment
differs from Mallick and Frazer’s (1990) for OSS data as optimal offsets with respect to the shear-wave
behaviour are specifically addressed.

Optimal offsets for application: Figure 1 shows two orthogonal lines A and B, with shots at a variety
of offsets, recorded in the borehole  at 500m depth. Full-wave modelling is used to generate datasets for
t$~ = O", 15'. 30" 45', 60" and 90” (Figure 2). The polarizations and time-delays sampled by these raypaths
vary with $ and offset. The results of an Alford rotation (Figures 3 and 4) demonstrate that time-delay
estimates become larger and more consistent for offsets smaller than 1OOm. The polarization estimates
remain fairly stable even for large offsets. The rotated seismograms reveal significant residual energy
at larger offsets, but substantially less for the 5Om offset.

Implementation: The approach requires orthogonal near-offsets, but efficient shear-wave conversion. It
has been shown that coherent conversions with non-negligible amplitude are a common occurence  from
a rig source geometry (Higgins and MacBeth 1995). It is suggested that an orthogonal rig source may
be deployed in cost-effective way, generating the required dataset.
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Figure 1. Orthogonal line azimuths with X and Y receiver
axes aligned along in-line and cross-line directions for IineA,
and shots at 5&n,-  100m. 250m and 750m offsets.

Figure 2. Seismograms simulating sea-bed
shear-conversion at a TIH half-space with
5% vertical birefringence, and a range of
line azimuths. Data matrix D is formed
from the two horizontal components (X
and Y) recording the two orthogonal source
offsets (X=A and Y=B) at a common offset.
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Figure 3. Data matrix after Alford rotation,
showing residual energy on the larger offset.

AFTER ROTATION
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Figure 4. Polarizations and time-delays ‘from
rotation analysis, demonstrating the constant
time-delay profile for the nearer offsets.
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